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Evaluating Customer Information
Breaches as Service Failures:
An Event Study Approach

Arvind Malhotra1 and Claudia Kubowicz Malhotra1

Abstract
Firms are collecting more information about their customers than ever before in an attempt to understand and better serve
customer needs. At the same time, firms are becoming more vulnerable to the compromise of customer information through
security breaches. This study attempts to associate breach reports with the decline in market value of firms using an event
study. The results show that firms suffer significant market value depreciation over a short as well as a long time window.
Further, the greatest devaluation occurs when larger amounts of customer information are compromised at large companies.
Due to the greater potential of customer backlash, negative publicity and liability risk, managers must view customer informa-
tion breaches as service failures rather than as information system failures. Employing established service failure recovery stra-
tegies may allow firms to quickly and proactively address customer privacy concerns and thereby mitigate negative market
reaction to information breaches.
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Introduction

Enabled by advanced information technologies and increased

e-commerce activity, firms are collecting more customer

information than ever before. Video cameras capture consu-

mers’ shopping behavior and store cards reveal purchasing

information in the physical retail environment. In the online

retail environment, everything from browsing to buying is also

being captured. Collecting and using this extensive customer

data often allow companies to better target their marketing

message to individual customers, customize products and ser-

vices, and even personalize the product or shopping experience

(Blattberg and Deighton 1991; Glazer 1991), creating a

competitive advantage for firms (Glazer 1991; Pine 1992).

Additionally, customers reap benefits through better product

offerings and service from sharing personal information with

companies they trust. While the advantages resulting from the

collection and analysis of customer data are numerous to

companies and consumers alike, the increasing occurrence

of customer information breach incidents exposes companies

to the downside of collecting and holding such large databases

of customer information. The focus of this study is to explore

the financial market impact of these customer information

breaches for firms in the United States.

Forrester Research has reported that more than 100 million

personally identifiable customer records have been breached in

the United States over the past 2 years and that most of these

breaches occurred at well-known companies.1 A Wall Street

& Technology (2007) survey found that 85% of midsize to

large companies suffered an information security breach in a

24-month period. Moreover, the customer information breach

incidents have not been trivial in terms of magnitude. In

2007, T. J. Maxx, a U.S. retailer, made an announcement of the

theft of millions of credit and debit card accounts resulting

from a breach of computer systems.

As in the incident at T. J. Maxx, most customer information

breaches occur through security failures of information tech-

nologies. Even though it may be the technology that fails and

the technologists who are the first to respond to a breach within

a company, the occurrence and handling of customer informa-

tion breaches are serious and important marketing issues with

critical service quality and service recovery implications. If a

breach should occur, service marketers play a critical role in

informing customers of the breach and the recovery actions

undertaken by the firm. Once informed of the breach, custom-

ers are more than likely to contact the company’s customer ser-

vice department to inquire about the security of their

information. From brand management to crisis management

and public relations to customer service, it is clear that security
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breaches greatly impact the marketing organization within a

firm. Although customer information breach incidents have not

been explored in a service context to date, we believe there is

great value in doing so.

In this article, we attempt to make a link between

customer information breach incidents and the potential

severe negative implications that will be reflected in the

market value of the firm. For most companies, meeting the

needs of the customers is a fundamental objective of the

company. Customers are major stakeholders of a firm; their

satisfaction impacts other stakeholders and the well-being of

the firm as a whole. Thus, an efficient financial market

takes into account how well the firm satisfies the needs of

its customers and reflects customer satisfaction in evaluat-

ing the firm. Furthermore, in efficient markets, investors

take into account short-run as well as more damaging

long-run impacts on firms’ cash flow of negative incidents

(Kannan, Rees, and Sridhar 2007). Technically, the impact

on share prices of a breached firm reflects the behavior of

investors and not the impacted customers. However, investors

in the markets are also customers (and some of them are

customers of breached firms). Therefore, their investment

decisions (in the case of breaches, devaluing the stocks of

breached firms) are driven by their rational (as investors) and

emotional (as customers) reactions. The research question this

study attempts to answer is:

Research Question: What impact do customer information

breach reports have on the market value of firms

suffering from such breaches?

Throughout the article, an underlying objective is to urge

marketing managers and customer service managers to view

security breaches as ‘‘customer service’’ failure incidents

rather than ‘‘information systems’’ failure issues. Customer

information breaches must be explored in a service failure

context in order to fully understand the implications

for customer satisfaction and the financial performance of

the firm.

Theory Development

Customer Information Breach as a Service Failure

Prior research has found that collecting massive amounts of

customer information has a downside (Bloom, Milne, and

Adler 1994), and one such negative implication involves infor-

mation privacy. Consumers have expressed concerns about

how and when information about them is being collected, how

will it be used, will someone other than the company collecting

the information have legitimate or illegitimate access to their

information, and what is the recourse available if the informa-

tion is collected, accessed or used in a manner not appropriate

(Smith, Bolton, and Wagner 1999). In other words, there are

consumer concerns about the collection and use of the data

(information control concerns) as well as how information

will be protected (security concerns; Dutta and McCrohan

2002). By willingly exchanging information with a company,

a customer views this act as a social contract (Culnan and

Armstrong 1999) that is, customers receive enhanced

services/products in exchange for their personal information

(labeled the second exchange). Therefore, an information

breach can be construed as a violation of trust—‘‘buyer

perceives that seller’s failure violated a psychological contract

between the seller and buyer (Wang and Huff 2007,

p. 1035).’’ As a result, there is an inherent risk for consumers

that the companies may not fulfill their end of the contract—

by failing to render enhanced services, by gaining more from

the information than perceived fair by the customers, or by

being callous about the security of customers’ information.

If such a violation does occur, research has found that three

distinct consumer reactions are common (Wang and Huff

2007): cognitive—reduction in future trust (Robinson and

Rousseau 1994), emotional—anger, hurt, and frustration

(Lewicki and Bunker 1996), and behavioral—spreading

negative word of mouth reduced intent to repurchase (Brown

and Beltramini 1989). In summary, any breach of a social

contract can erode customer trust in the company (Hoffman,

Novak, and Peralta 1999).

Customer information breach incidents compromise the

privacy of customers and as such can be construed as viola-

tion of trust. The Ponemon Institute (2008) found that 57%
of respondents in a survey, who were impacted by an infor-

mation breach agreed or strongly agreed that the breach

caused them to lose trust and confidence in the breached

company, and 31% of the respondents discontinued their

relationship with the company after the breach occurred.

Given this violation of trust, any breach of customer infor-

mation privacy can be considered a service failure poten-

tially leading to an erosion of customer’s perceptions of

service quality. Therefore, the consequences of such data

breaches can be viewed through a service failure lens in

which trust/privacy issues have been identified as the key

drivers of customer service quality perceptions (Berry 1995;

Parasuraman, Zeithaml, and Malhotra 2005). Customer

information privacy concerns have been empirically associated

with attitudes toward the use of online financial services

(Montoya-Weiss, Voss, and Grewal 2003). Negative word of

mouth (Bitner, Brown, and Meuter 2000), customers switching

service providers (McCollough, Berry, and Yadav 2000; Roos

1999), and the creation of a ‘‘grudge-holding’’ situation such

that even if customers do not switch services, they continue

a downward trend in their interaction with the company

(Bunker and Ball 2008) are some of the many negative costs

associated with service failure incidents. As a result, customer

information breaches and related privacy concerns can nega-

tively impact not only current purchasing behavior but also

future purchase intentions (Culnan and Armstrong 1999;

Parasuraman and Zinkhan 2002; Wirtz, Lwin, and Williams

2007). The combination of short- and long-term intangible costs

makes it difficult to assess the true financial impact of customer

information breaches on firms.
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Customer Data Breaches: Impact on
Market Value of Firms

Research studies found either no significant impact or

moderate immediate (short-window) impact on the market

value of firms that suffered from information security breaches

(Acquisti, Friedman, and Telang 2006; Campbell et al. 2003;

Cavusoglu, Mishra, and Raghunathan 2004; Hovav and

D’Arcy 2003; Kannan, Rees, and Sridhar 2007). These findings

are counter to the anecdotal evidence that suggests that reports

of breached customer information systems should have a

significantly large and longer term negative impact on the

market value of firms suffering from such breaches. Previous

studies have either focused on information technology failure

incidents, such as worms and viruses (without isolating the

specific effect of information privacy breach events) or

grouped customer information and employee information

breaches together (e.g., Acquisti, Friedman, and Telang

2006). Therefore, it may be beneficial to look at customer

information security breaches specifically.

It can be argued that in the case of customer information

breaches, the impact may unfold differently from other

information systems security incidents. There may be a smaller

market impact in an immediate time frame (short window), as

in many cases only a few details about the breach are available

immediately. The market impact of customer information may

only unfold over a long window as the details pertaining to the

full extent (in terms of what was the nature of the breach, how

many customer records were exposed, and how the breach was

handled/secured) of the customer information security breach

only become available over a few week period after the breach.

Consequently, the market continues to take into account the

details and continues to respond over a longer period of time

following the day of the report of a security breach incident.

As opposed to previous research findings, we argue that firms

that are reported to have suffered from customer information

breaches will see a decrease in market value in the short as well

as a relatively long time window. Therefore, we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 1: Reports of customer information breaches

suffered by firms result in significant negative cumula-

tive abnormal returns (CARs) for those firms over a short

time window.

Hypothesis 2: Reports of customer information breaches by

firms result in significant negative CARs for those firms

over a long time window.

Firm Size Effect

Researchers have posited and found that the market penalizes

larger firms less severely when compared to smaller firms in

response to news of information security incidents. In other

words, smaller firms that suffer negative information security

incidents experience more negative CARs than larger firms.2

The resource-based view of the firm is often invoked to explain

the reason behind the differential market reaction related to

firm size. It is argued that larger firms have more slack

resources (such as skilled personnel, technological skills, and

information systems competency) than smaller firms. There-

fore, when information systems security breaches occur, larger

firms can leverage these slack resources to recover (and

recover faster) than smaller firms. Larger firms may have a

large IT department (and consequently more IT skilled person-

nel) who can be mobilized to stop the bleeding.

The slack resources argument may hold true when the

security incidents are related to virus attacks and other techno-

logical malfunction incidents that may be contained and recti-

fied using slack resources by larger firms. Whereby, the labor

and material costs to recover from security breach incidents

may be lower for larger firms due to economies of scale. How-

ever, in the case of customer information breaches, the intangi-

ble costs and impacts may be different. Larger firms operate

larger and more intricate information systems. Therefore, any

isolated information security incident may cause the market

and customers alike to wonder how vulnerable the company

is on a larger scale due to the complexity of their information

systems. The legal and liability costs may also be higher for

larger firms (such as future insurance premiums). Larger firms

may also have more critical dependencies than smaller firms,

that is business partners that may need to be compensated for

information systems security breaches recovery as well. More

importantly, given the focus on customer information security

breaches in this study, larger firms may have a sizable customer

base. Consequently, due to network effects, larger firms may

suffer a greater negative word-of-mouth impact than smaller

firms. Along the same lines, smaller firms by virtue of having

a smaller customer base can address customers’ concerns in a

more personal manner than larger firms (e.g. T.J. Maxx posting

a letter of explanation on its websites to mass address more

than a million customers) thereby suffering smaller conse-

quences in terms of customer dissatisfaction. The ‘‘the bigger

they are the harder they fall’’ argument adopted in this study

leads to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3: As a consequence of customer information

breach reports, larger firms suffer larger market value

loss than smaller firms.

Magnitude of Breach Effect

The reaction of investors in the market can be argued to be

dependent on the number of customers impacted by the breach.

The PGP Research Report (2006) estimates that it costs $182

per record lost/exposed due to customer information breaches.

Of the overall cost of $182/record, $54 was attributable to

direct incremental cost (free or discounted services offered;

notification letters, phone calls, and e-mails; legal, audit and

accounting fees; call center expenses; public and investor rela-

tions), $30 due to lost productivity, and $98 due to customer

opportunity costs (turnover of existing customers and increased

costs to acquire new customers). These numbers allude to the

fact that the greater the number of customers affected by an
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information breach,3 the greater the direct costs incurred by the

firm that experiences the information security breach. Further,

the ‘‘snowballing’’ negative word of mouth will be more severe

the greater the number of customers that are initially directly

impacted by an information breach. Therefore, the larger the

magnitude of the breach, the more the market is going to

devalue the company, which leads to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 4: The larger the magnitude of customer infor-

mation breach suffered by a firm the greater the loss of

firm’s market value.

Magnitude of Breach and Firm Size Interaction

In addition to the main effect hypotheses above, it may be the

case that an interaction emerges between the magnitude of the

breach and the size of the company. For small companies, any

breach may be considered a large negative event. Therefore,

there will be no significant differences in the market devalua-

tion based on the differences in magnitude of breaches, that

is small companies will be penalized heavily no matter what.

On the other hand, for large companies, there may be a differ-

ential negative impact on market value based on the magnitude

of the breach. Larger firms have a much larger potential of class

action suits from angry customers especially when a large set of

customers is affected. This unity in customer response can be

construed as a severe instance of ‘‘grudge-holding’’ situation

(Bunker and Ball 2008). Larger breaches at large firms may

signal to the customer that a large firm was grossly negligent

(‘‘how could they have let such a big breach occur’’), that is the

feeling that the violation is repeatable rather than it being a one

off incident that is out of control of the company. Research has

shown that when customers perceive a violation as repeatable,

there is more negative reaction than if the violation is seen as

one time event (Wang and Huff 2007). Another reason why

large companies could suffer a bigger market loss due to larger

magnitude breaches (as compared to small ones) is that the

market is taking into consideration the negative network effects

at play. This negative network effect can result in slower

growth (if not a decline) in the customer base for larger compa-

nies (which are expected to demonstrate better growth by the

market). Correspondingly, we hypothesize:

Hypothesis 5a: For smaller firms, market value loss will not

differ significantly based on the magnitude of the infor-

mation breach.

Hypothesis 5b: For larger firms, the magnitude of the

information breach will significantly impact the market

value loss incurred, with larger magnitude breaches

leading to greater market value losses.

Exploratory Questions

In addition to the hypotheses above, we seek to explore the

effect on market evaluation of (a) the industry sector to which

the breached firm belongs and (b) the type of information

breached. With regard to the industry sector, anecdotal

evidence suggests that firms in the financial sector suffer

17% higher data breach costs compared to other firms (Banking

Technology 2008) and graver consequences due to loss of cus-

tomer personal information (Wolfe 2007). Recent court deci-

sions and emerging laws have also tended to penalize

financial services firms severely for information breaches

(Smith 2006). Similarly, retailers have also started to suffer

extensive costs from customer information breaches. Shifts in

legal policies requires retailers to share the liability costs

related to customer information breaches and the illegal use

of credit cards with banks who issue credit cards on behalf of

the retailers (Kuykendall 2004). Moreover, the legal liability

and tangible recovery costs may be negligible when compared

to the intangible costs that result from customer freezes in con-

ducting transactions with the affected retail firms as well as the

overall negative publicity for the retail brand. Therefore, we

ask the following:

Exploratory Question 1: Are different industry sectors (e.g.,

financial services, retail, etc.) impacted differently by

customer information breaches?

The type of information compromised may also lead to a

differential market value impact on the firm. Specifically, two

different types of consumer information are susceptible to

breaches. The first type is of financial nature (i.e., credit card

numbers, bank accounts, etc.) and the second is consumers’

personal information (i.e., social security numbers, addresses,

etc). When a customer information breach involves a financial

information breach, customers may incur direct financial loss.

Even if they do not, the threat of such financial loss is very real.

Therefore, it can be argued that consumers feel a large sense of

the violation of trust when their financial information is com-

promised. That said, the effects of financial information loss

can be mitigated by simple actions (e.g., cancellation of credit

card), which result in less financial liability (if at all) for

consumers immediately following the breach incident. On the

other hand, customers may see a personal information breach

(e.g. social security numbers) as more damaging because

identity theft cannot be resolved quickly and easily, and may actu-

ally be more financially damaging in the long run. Therefore, we

ask the following:

Exploratory Question 2: Does the type of information

breached affect the firms differently in terms of market

value loss?

Methodology Employed for the Study

Event Study Methodology

In this study, the event study methodology is used to explore

the impact of customer information breach reports on the

market value of firms suffering from the breach. Event study

methodology is commonly used in the accounting and finance
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literature (Conrad, Cornell, and Landsman 2002; Conrad and

Kaul 1993; Hsu, Reed, and Rocholl 2010), marketing literature

(Swaminathan, Mushed, and Hulland 2008; Ting-Heng,

Che-Chun, and Prather 2005), and strategy literature (Capron

and Shen 2007) to explore the impact of various events on

firms’ stock performance and market value.

The basic tenet of event study methodology is that markets

are efficient (Fama 1970). Investors in efficient markets value

firms based on their expectation of future positive abnormal

returns (ARs) due to actions that are significantly beneficial

to the firm. In a similar vein, investors in efficient markets

devalue firms based on their expectation of future negative

ARs when firms are affected by incidents that are significantly

detrimental to the future of the firm. When there is a consensus

among a large set of investors, the market creates a positive or

negative abnormal stock market return for the firm’s stock

around the date of report of the underlying events. MacKinlay

(1997) suggests that focusing on ARs—returns that are

adjusted for risks—in a window of time can provide a clue as

to whether an event (e.g., public announcement, news report,

etc.) has an impact on a firm’s expected future profitability.

In order to assess whether an event has an impact on the

firm’s stock price performance, it has to be ascertained what

the performance would have been if the event had not been

reported. In order to do so and also to control for the market

effects, the return of the stock is regressed against the return

of a market index. The following market model regression

equation (Equation 1) is used to estimate coefficients that are

then used to calculate the predicted return of a firm’s stock

adjusting for market effects (Dos Santos, Peffers, and Mauer

1993):

Rit ¼ aþ biRmt þ eit ð1Þ

where Rit ¼ return of stock i on day t:

Rit ¼
Pr iceit � Pr iceit�1

Pr iceit�1

Rmt¼ marketreturnonday t:

The market return on day t is the average of returns of all firms

included in the market index. The Center for Research in

Security Prices (CRSP) database used in this study includes

monthly and daily price quotations for common stocks, traded

on the New York and American stock exchanges and

NASDAQ. Therefore, all the stocks in these markets are used

as the baseline for calculation. Finally, eit is a random error for

stock i on day t, and ai and bi are coefficients with firm i. The

return of the stock rather than stock price is used in the regression

model to control for autocorrelation (Subramani and Walden

2001).

CARs are calculated over two event windows: (a) Short

window: 1 trading day prior to the event (news report about

customer information breach) to 1 trading day after the event.

(b) Long window: From 2 trading days after the event (report

about customer information breach) to 30 days after the event.

The coefficient estimates from the market model regression

Equation 1 and the realized returns from the market index were

used to predict normal returns for the two event periods [�1,

þ1] and [þ2, þ30]. The prediction errors during the two event

periods, that is deviation of realized returns from normal

returns, are the estimates of ARs. The AR for the common

stock of firm i on event day t is computed using Equation 2

(Hovav and D’Arcy 2003).

ARit ¼ Rit � âi þ b̂iRmt

� �
ð2Þ

where the coefficients âi and b̂i are the ordinary least square

parameter estimates obtained by regressing Rit over Rmt over

the estimation period prior to the event, and ARit is the AR of

firm i on day t. The assumption of this methodology is that ARs

are seen due to the event and not due to a random event occur-

ring on the same day (Subramani and Walden 2001). For the

event period [�n, þn], the CAR is calculated as:

CARi ¼
X
t¼�n

ARit ð3Þ

Thus, for a sample of N firms, the average event period

announcement effect is:

ACARi ¼
1

N

XN

i¼1

CARi ð4Þ

Test Statistics Used in the Event Study

In this study, three test statistics were used based on the work of

Cowan and Sergeant (1996, pp. 5-9): (a) The Patell (1976) stan-

dardized residual test as used by Brown and Warner (1985) in

their study, (b) Standardized cross-sectional test (Boehmer,

Musumeci, and Poulsen 1991), and (c) Rank test (Corrado

1989). In each of the tests, the null hypothesis is that the mean

AR is equal to zero. Since each of these tests has its distinct

advantages and disadvantages, we use all three tests to demon-

strate robustness of the results of this study. The details behind

computation of each of the test statistic can be found in the web

appendix.

The 4-Factor Model of ARs Estimation

In recent days, in the face of anomalous evidence, researchers

have questioned the usefulness of the Capital Asset Pricing

Model (CAPM) to explain ARs (Equations 1 and 2) using a

‘‘single factor.’’ To incorporate additional risk factors a 3-

factor model was proposed by Fama and French (1993). The

3-factor model argues that a single factor—b (market excess

returns)—may not be adequate to explain variance in equity

returns, and that two additional factors, that is, size premium

(differences in returns between portfolios of small capitaliza-

tions firms and big capitalization firms) and book-to-market

premium (historic excess returns of value stocks) need to be

taken into account. The 3-factor model was later modified by

Carhart (1997) to incorporate the momentum factor. The

momentum factor takes into account the monthly return
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differences between returns on high and low prior return port-

folios to capture cross-sectional return patterns. The momen-

tum factor is designed to take into account that short-run

winners outperform losers and stock returns continue to drift

after specific announcements. The 4-factor model is shown in

Equation 5 below. In essence, the 4-factor model focuses on

isolating the impact of event on security price performance tak-

ing into account factors that are a proxy for risk or indicators of

market inefficiencies (Kothari and Warner 2006). In order to

test the robustness of our findings related to ARs using the

CAPM model, we also used the 4-factor model to see whether

similar trends in ARs were observed taking into account addi-

tional risk factors.

Rjt ¼ aþ bþ sjSMBt þ hjHMLt þ ujUMDt þ ejt ð5Þ

where

Rjt is firm j’s return on day t;

Rmt is the rate of return of a market index on day t;

SMBt is the average return on small market capitalization

portfolios minus the average return on the three large

market capitalization portfolios;

HMLt is the average return on two high book-to-market

equity portfolios minus the average return on two low

book-to-market equity portfolios;

UMDt is the difference between the return on the portfolio

of past 1-year ‘‘winners’’ and ‘‘losers’’;

ejt is the random variable that has an expected value of zero

and is assumed to be uncorrelated with Rmt.

Based on Equation 5, the AR is then calculated using

Equation 6:

Ajt ¼ Rjt � aj þ bjRmt þ sjSMBt þ hjHMLt þ mjUMDt þ ejt

� �
ð6Þ

where Ajt is firm j’s AR on day t, and aj, bj, sj, hj, and mj are

firm-specific multiple regression parameter estimates from

Equation 5.

Hypotheses and Exploratory Questions Testing

In order to test Hypotheses 1 and 2 pertaining to the significant

negative CARs in the short and long windows due to a cus-

tomer information breach, we use the ARs obtained from the

CAPM (Equations 1 and 2) and the 4-factor model (Equation

5). We then use the CARs from the event study to calculate net

present value loss (NPVLoss). NPV has been used as a depen-

dent variable in previous event studies (Chan et al. 1997;

Kalaignanam, Shankar, and Vardarajan 2007) and is computed

as product of overall CAR over the entire window [�1, þ30]

and the market capitalization of the firm 20 days prior to the

reported customer information breach incident. The reason for

using the decrease in NPVLoss over the CAR is that research-

ers have pointed out that the CARs have the tendency to vary

with firm size (Anand and Khanna 2000). Larger firms tend

to exhibit smaller CARs as compared to smaller firms. Follow-

ing the model of Kalaignanam Shankar, and Vardarajan (2007),

we use the total financial loss associated with the breach event

to overcome the size bias problem.

In order to test the hypotheses and exploratory questions,

Equation 7 was used. The dependent variable in the equation

(NPVLoss) is the decrease in NPV or shareholder wealth

resulting from the customer information breach incident. The

main and interaction dependent variables are associated with

the hypotheses and exploratory questions.

If a similar event has occurred to same firm previously, then

the market reaction next time the event occurs is more pro-

nounced (Swaminathan and Moorman 2009). In this study,

we have also included a variable (REPEAT) to control for the

fact that some of the firms in our sample had suffered multiple

breaches. The underlying assumption is that the market is more

likely to have a more severe reaction to firms that have suffered

earlier breaches. Repeat breaches are clear signs of severe vul-

nerability and/or lack of effort to improve information security

by a firm.

NPVLossi ¼ b0 þ b1REPEATi þ b2IMPACTi þ b3SIZEi

þ b4FINANCEi þ b5RETAILi þ b6INFOTYPEi

þ b7 SIZEi � IMPACTið Þ
þ b8 FINANCEi � INFOTYPEið Þb9

RETAILi � INFOTYPEið Þ þ ei

ð7Þ

where

REPEATi ¼ Control variable for number of times company

i has been breached previously;

IMPACTi ¼ Magnitude of impact of breach at firm i (total

number of customer records breached/total revenue of

the firm);

SIZEi ¼ Number of employees in breached firm i;

FINANCEi ¼ Dummy variable ¼ 1 if breached firm i is in

financial services industry; ¼ 0 otherwise;

RETAILi ¼ Dummy variable ¼ 1 if breached firm i is retail

services industry; ¼ 0 otherwise;

INFOTYPEi ¼ Dummy variable ¼ 1 if the breach involves

customers financial information;

ei¼ error term.

Data Sources

The data to test the hypotheses proposed in this study was

obtained from three different sources. First, the organization

attrition.org4 maintains an open source database (DLDOS) of

information breaches and data theft incidents from 2000 to

date. The database comprises public reports (mainly media

reports) of breaches worldwide. The database contains data

related to the date of information breach, the company that

reported the breach, the type of information breaches, the num-

ber of records impacted, and third-party companies involved.
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The database is exhaustive and contains 952 reported informa-

tion breaches worldwide (from 2000 onward). In order to ascer-

tain the comprehensiveness of the DLDOS, Lexis-Nexis and

the Wall Street Journal Index were used to cross-check for

information breach reports that may not have been captured

by attrition.org’s DLDOS database. The cross-check confirmed

that DLDOS captured all incidents of information security

breaches reported in the public domain. Of the 952 reported

breaches, 282 were reports concerning businesses in the United

States (the rest were international businesses or educational or

government institutions). Only 144 of the 282 were publicly

traded U.S. companies for whom stock market data was possi-

bly available. Further, 46 out of the 144 breaches at publicly

traded companies were concerning employees information.

We only included those breaches that affected customers rather

than employees.

The sample size used in this study was further dependent on

the time windows used in the event study methodology. A word

of caution about using long windows in event study research is

the presence of confounding effects. The choice of length of the

window has generated much debate among researchers who

employ the event study methodology. Long windows make it

hard to isolate the impact of a particular event (e.g., customer

information breach, mergers, etc.) on security prices. The rea-

son being that as the window is extended, several other major

events (such as earnings announcement, change in executives

at the company, etc.) occur and therefore confound the effects

of the particular event under consideration. For this reason, pre-

vious studies have looked at 15 to 30 days after the event as the

long-window in event studies (Cable, Henley, and Holland

2002; Graddy and Strickland 2007; Kwansa 1994). In this

study, we chose the longest [þ30] feasible window. Most event

studies show that 30 days (or even shorter) adequately capture

the permanent effect, if any, of the event under consideration.

That said, we also understood that the longer the time window

used, the higher the chances that other significant events may

be the cause of CARs (Brown and Warner 1985). Therefore,

an attempt was made to ensure that companies that made other

announcements (e.g., earnings loss, negative advisory, etc.)

that could result in negative CAR in the window of interest

(i.e., �1 to þ30) of this study were not included in the sample.

The list of companies was refined by using the Wall Street

Journal index to check whether any confounding announce-

ments or reports (mergers, acquisitions, stock splits, etc.) were

made in the [�1 to þ30] window around the date of reported

customer information breach. Even though some companies

with other major announcements in the long window had to

be dropped from our sample, we feel confident that this

reduced sample allowed us to isolate the effect of customer

information breach reports on the firm’s market value. Our

resulting sample consists of 93 publicly traded U.S. companies

for which customer information breaches have been reported

between 2000 and 2007. Appendix A presents some examples

of these customer information breach reports.

The stock price and number of outstanding shares for firms

was obtained using the CRSP database. CRSP is a financial

research center at the Graduate School of Business at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, which maintains a comprehensive database

that includes a historical performance record of common stocks

listed on the NYSE (New York Stock Exchange), AMEX

(American Stock Exchange), and NASDAQ Stock Markets

(from December 1925 to the present). The database takes into

account factors such as stock splits, and so on and has been

extensively used by researchers conducting event studies. The

CRSP database was leveraged for this analysis using the statis-

tical software package EVENTUS�, which is specifically

designed to perform event studies. EVENTUS� can read raw

returns, prices, bid and ask quotations, trading volume, and

number of trades and shares outstanding from the CRSP data-

base. EVENTUS� converts calendar dates to CRSP trading

day numbers, extracts event study cumulative or compounded

ARs for cross-sectional analysis, conducts the event study

specified and provides the test statistics associated with event

study discussed earlier.

Results

In this section, we present the results of the event study and test

our hypotheses examining the negative impact of customer

information breaches on the market valuations of firms. Specif-

ically, we seek to confirm whether customer information

breaches will negatively impact market value when the time

window is short (Hypothesis 1) as well as long (Hypothesis

2). Additionally, we tested whether the negative market impact

will be greater based on the size of the breached firm (Hypoth-

esis 3), magnitude of the breach (Hypothesis 4), and the inter-

action between the size of the firm and magnitude of the breach

(Hypothesis 5). The greatest negative impact is expected when

large magnitude breaches occur at large companies because of

larger scale recovery measures required, possible regulatory

involvement, increased media scrutiny and attention, and

large-scale negative customer network effects (Hypothesis 5).

In addition, we explored whether the loss of market value is

dependent on the industry the breach firm belonged to (finance

and retail sector), the type of customer information breached

(financial versus personal), and any interaction between the

type of industry sector and type of information breached.

Effect of Customer Information Breach
News Reports/Announcements

The mean CARs for 93 firms reported to have suffered cus-

tomer information breach incidents and the tests for signifi-

cance of the CARs are shown in the Table 1. The breached

companies came from diverse set of industries. Thirty-six

(*40% of the sample) of the companies in our sample were

from the financial services industry. The next two biggest

industries represented in our sample were the retail sector

(17 companies or *18% of the sample) and technology sector

(10 companies or *11% of the sample). The remaining com-

panies in our sample belonged to the data services, insurance
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sector, medical sector, hotels, technology services, real estate,

and manufacturing.

As the results demonstrate in Table 1, the overall mean CAR

for firms for whom a customer information breach is reported is

negative in both time windows. The mean CAR for firms is

negative (mean CAR ¼ �0.78%) and statistically significant

in the short window (based on three statistical tests discussed

earlier). Similarly, the mean CAR is negative (mean CAR ¼
�1.92%) and statistically significant in the long window as

well (based on two of the three statistical tests). Therefore, the

results provide strong support for Hypothesis 1 and support for

Hypothesis 2.

In order to test for robustness of our results and to ensure

that the results discussed above are not an artifact of the time

window chosen for this study, we ran several alternate short

and long windows. The alternate short windows were the ones

that are typically used in event studies, i.e. [�3,þ3], [�5,þ5],

and [�10,þ10]. The alternative long windows were then based

on the alternative short windows. The results are shown in

Appendix B and are similar to the original time windows used

in this study. Significant negative CARs are seen in the short

windows and long windows.

As mentioned in the methodology section, we also ran a

4-factor model to isolate the impact of the event on security

price performance, taking into account factors that are a proxy

for risk or indicators of market inefficiencies (Kothari and

Warner 2006). The results are shown in Table 2. The overall

mean CAR for firms for whom customer information breach

is reported is negative in both time windows. The mean CAR

for firms is negative (mean CAR ¼ �0.82%) and statistically

significant in the short window (based on three statistical tests).

In addition, the mean CAR is negative (mean CAR¼�1.47%)

and statistically significant in the long window (at p < .05 level

based on Rank test and p < .1 level on two of other three statis-

tical tests).

We checked for robustness of our results in two ways.5 First,

we also used S&P 500 as the proxy for market (instead of all

stocks in NYSE, AMEX, and NASDAQ). An advantage of

using the S&P 500 as the index of the market is that it is a

capitalization-weighted index based on a broad cross-section

of the market and has been employed by other researchers

(Hovav and D’Arcy 2003; Subramani and Walden 2001). The

results were similar to those shown in Tables 1 and 2. In addi-

tion, we wanted to ensure that the ARs were not subject to vola-

tility (that can cause b estimates to change before and after

event day) around the estimation period. To do so, we varied

the estimation period to end 5, 10, 20, and 40 days prior to

event day, and also 5, 10, and 20 days after the event day. The

CARs were similar to those shown in Tables 1 and 2. This

ensured that the volatility around the event day did not affect

the results.

Next the main and interaction effect hypotheses (Hypothesis

3�Hypothesis 5) as well as the exploratory questions were

tested using 3-stage Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression

Figure 1. Results for the Interaction Hypotheses (5a and 5b). NPV ¼ net present value.
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as suggested by Aiken and West (1991) using Equation 7. The

NPVLoss was the dependent variable in each of the stages. The

results of the regression are shown in the Table 2. In the first

stage (Model 1 in Table 3), we introduced the control variables

(REPEAT). In the second stage, we introduced the main effects

in addition to the control variables (Model 2 in Table 3). Sub-

sequently, in Stage 3 (Model 3 in Table 3), we entered the inter-

action variable related to Hypothesis 5 (Size of the Breached

Firm�Magnitude of the Breach) in addition to the control and

main variables. Finally, in the Model 4, we entered the explora-

tory interaction term (Type of Industry Sector � Type of Infor-

mation Breached). Following Aiken and West (1991), the

interaction effect was inserted in the equation after inclusion

of the simple main effects. Variance inflation factors for all

variables were well within acceptable limits (ranged between

1.1 and 2.9).

From Model 2 in Table 3, it can also be observed that the

coefficient associated with firm size, that is, number of

employees in a firm, was statistically significant (b ¼ 0.32,

t ¼ 255). This provides support for Hypothesis 3, that is,

larger firms suffer a larger market value loss than smaller

firms due to reports of a customer information breach. How-

ever, the coefficient associated with the magnitude of breach,

that is, ratio of number of customer records breached to the

total revenue of the firm (b ¼ 0.02, t ¼ 0.22) was not statis-

tically significant. Therefore, there is no support for Hypoth-

esis 4, that is, the market value loss of firms is not different

based on the magnitude of the breach. It should be noted that

only about half the firms in our sample reported the number of

customer records breached. This small sample size may have

impacted the analysis. As an alternate approach, in

conducting the regression, a dummy variable for whether the

impact was known or unknown for reported incidents was

used instead of impact size variable in regression equation.

There was no statistically significant difference in market

value loss of firms based on whether the magnitude of impact

was known or unknown.

As can be seen from Model 3 in Table 3, the coefficient

associated with the interaction term—Size of the Firm �Mag-

nitude of Breach—is statistically significant (b ¼ 0.26, t ¼
2.13). Therefore, Hypothesis 5 is supported. Next, as suggested

by Aiken and West (1991, p. 12), it is important to probe any

significant interaction effect to fully understand its meaning.

One of the most powerful means of probing is to plot the rela-

tionship between the predictor variable and the dependent vari-

able for different levels of the moderator variable. In the figure

below, we plotted NPVLoss as a function of size of the firms

for two levels of magnitude of breach. The two-level categor-

izations (median split of magnitude of impact) and firm size

were done only for the graph, not for the analysis. Looking at

the plot (Figure 1), one can surmise that when large breaches

occur at larger firms, the firms face a greater market value loss

vis-à-vis when small breaches occur. For smaller firms, the

market value loss is not significantly different for different

magnitudes of the breach.

Finally, focusing on our exploratory questions, as shown in

Table 3 Model 2, the coefficient for dummy variable associated

with the financial service industry firms is statistically signifi-

cant (b ¼ 0.34, t ¼ 2.54). However, the coefficient associated

with the retail sector firms was not significant (b ¼ 0.12, t ¼
0.77). Also, the coefficient for the dummy variable associated

with the type of information compromised—financial

Table 2. Fama-French-Momentum Time-Series Model Using Value Weighted Index

Event Windows Mean CAR (All Firms) Positive: Negative

Tests

Portfolio Time Series (CDA) t Cross Sectional Error T Rank Test Z

Short-window [�1 to þ1] �0.82% 35:58 �2.55** �2.33** �1.87*
Long-window [þ2 to þ30] �1.47% 40:53 �1.47$ �1.38$ �2.31*

Note. CAR ¼ cumulative abnormal return; CDA ¼ crude dependence adjustment.
$ p < .1 level.
* p < .05 level.
** p < .01 level.
*** p < .001 level.

Table 1. Announcement Effect in Short-Term and Long-Term Window

Event Windows Mean CAR (All Firms) Positive: Negative

Tests

Patell Z Standard Cross-Sectional Z Rank Test Z

Short-term window [�1 to þ1] �0.78% 32:61 �3.21*** �2.38*** �1.96*
Long-term window [þ2 to þ30] �1.92% 41:52 �2.03* �1.76* �1.42

Note. CAR ¼ cumulative abnormal return.
* p < .05 level.
** p < .01 level.
*** p < .001 level.
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information (i.e., credit card numbers) or personal informa-

tion (i.e., social security numbers) —is not statistically signif-

icant (b¼�0.01, t¼�0.08). The coefficients associated with

the two interaction terms related to Type of Industry Sector

and Type of Information Breached are not significant (Model

4 in Table 3).

Managerial Implications and Future
Research Directions

The results of this study clearly demonstrate that reports of a

customer information breach negatively impact the market

value of firms in the immediate (short) window as well as the

long window. The stocks of the impacted firms show a

decline of almost 3% in CARs over the entire time window

explored in this study [�1, þ30]. Interestingly, the decline

in market value is higher in the long window [þ2, þ30] than

in the immediate (short) window [�1, þ1]. The decline in

market value (significant negative CAR) sets in as soon as the

breach is reported. However, the results show that investors

(the market) take time in assessing the ‘‘true’’ impact of

breach of the firm. Then, once the investors gain and absorb

more information about the reported breach, they begin to

express concerns about the long-term health of the breached

firms. This concern manifests itself in higher depreciation in

stock value of the firms in the long window as compared to

the short window. A closer look at some of the reports in our

sample shows that the details about the number of customers

(potentially) affected, source of the breach, and containment

strategies are very unclear in the initial reports. Sometimes,

the details about the true impact in terms of costs and lost

opportunity of the breached firms do not unfold immediately

(i.e., the short window). Appendix C shows an example of

this evolutionary nature of breach reports. The short window

[�1,þ1] may be too short a window for investors to ascertain

the full nature of the breach. However, as the details start to

emerge, investors truly understand the long-term impact of

the breach. The market then reacts rationally rather than dis-

playing severe immediate ‘‘irrational antipathy’’ based on

initial breach reports.

Counter to what previous researchers have proposed and

empirically discovered (Cavusoglu, Mishra, and Raghu-

nathan 2004), the results of our study show that larger firms

suffer a greater market value loss than smaller firms after a

customer information security breach. Even more interesting

is the significant interaction effect that emerged between the

Size of the Firm and Magnitude of the Breach on market per-

formance. This result confirms that larger firms have much

more to lose when they suffer large breaches (i.e., more num-

ber of customers affected by the breach). In other words,

larger breaches at larger firms result in much more market

value loss than when larger firms suffer from smaller

breaches. This may be the case for a couple of reasons. First,

customers may expect that larger firms will expend more

resources to protect customer information vis-à-vis smaller

firms. Second, larger breaches at large firms may signal to

the customer that a large firm was grossly negligent rather

Table 3. Regression Results

Independent Variables

Dependent Variable: NPVLoss

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4
b Coefficient

(t value)
b Coefficient

(t value)
b Coefficient

(t value)
b Coefficient

(t value)

Control variable
Number of previous breaches 0.33* (2.59) 0.17 (1.76) 0.21 (1.74) 0.22 (1.72)

Main effects
Firm size 0.32* (2.55) 0.30* (2.33) 0.37** (2.81)
Magnitude of impact 0.02 (0.21) 0.09 (0.72) 0.08 (0.66)
Financial industry firm 0.34* (2.54) 0.30* (2.33) 0.29* (2.05)
Retail sector firm 0.12 (0.77) 0.13 (0.87) 0.17 (0.86)
Type of information breached (1 ¼ Financial Information, 0 ¼
Personal Information)

�0.01 (�0.08) �0.03 (�0.25) �0.08 (�0.38)

Interaction effects
Firm Size � Magnitude of Impact 0.26* (2.13) 0.26* (2.09)
Financial Sector Firm � Type of Information Breached 0.04 (0.26)
Retail Sector Firm � Type of Information Breached �0.03 (�0.22)

R2 .11 .29 .36 .36
F ratio 6.73* 3.52** 3.87** 2.91**
D R2 .18 .07
F ratio 2.67* 4.54*

Note. NPV ¼ net present value.
* p < .05.
** p < .01.
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than it being an isolated incident that is out of control of the

company. Consequently, at the time of failure, there may be a

more severe backlash from customers who feel that the large

firm skimped in customer protection.

By affecting a larger set of customers, larger breaches can

result in proportionally more severe implications for the firm

and thus require much more involved recovery efforts. Conven-

tional thinking has been that larger firms have more slack

resources to recover from customer information breaches, and

thus would be more successful in their recovery efforts than

smaller firms. However, this is a very information system cen-

tric view, that is an information security breach is a technology

systems issue and one that is about technical fixes rather than

image fixes. In reality, a large customer base will quickly

engage in negative word-of-mouth and exhibit negative

repurchase intentions (Kalamas, Laroche, and Makdessian

2008). Additionally, larger firms face a much larger potential

of class action suits from angry customers especially when a

large set of customers is affected. Lastly, large magnitude cus-

tomer information breaches at large firms will receive a lot of

media scrutiny, which can magnify the negative opinions of not

only current customers, but also prospective ones. Thus, even

with more resources, larger firms have more at risk given cus-

tomer expectations and subsequent reactions to a data loss

incident.

As proposed earlier, a customer information breach is a ‘‘ser-

vice failure’’ issue rather than a ‘‘systems failure’’ one. Large

firms may be better served in being pro-active in customer infor-

mation security measures, making it a strategic service priority

rather than a technical systems consideration. Given that the

greatest negative impact on market value occurs when large

companies compromise significant amounts of consumer data,

these are exactly the companies that have the most to lose. To

mitigate this risk, it is imperative that these companies have a

‘‘best in class’’ service recovery plan. A well-designed and exe-

cuted recovery plan may help the company respond more

quickly and effectively post breach. Such a response may help

slow the network effects and lessen the overall negative impact

on the market value of the firm post breach.

Interestingly, the results show that it is not the type of

information that is compromised (financial or personal), but

rather the industry sector to which the breached firm belongs

that significantly impacts the market valuation of the firm.

From our results, it appears that the market reacts more nega-

tively to breach incidents in the financial services sector. It

can be surmised that financial service firms are held to a much

higher standard than with regard to security of customer infor-

mation. Consequently, they bear a greater responsibility in

recovery efforts related to customer information breach inci-

dents. Financial service firms may also be better served by

expending more resources in preventing customer informa-

tion breaches in the first place. Given consumers’ high expec-

tations of financial service firms and the general distrust with

financial service practices subsequent to recent financial cri-

sis, these firms must proactively communicate to customers

about their information security investments and delineate

their stringent security policies as part of the renewed empha-

sis on ethical practices.

Future research studies are needed to further explore

customer information security breach incidents in the context

of service failures and recovery. While this study examined

indirect implications of data loss on customer perceptions

through the impact on the market value of the firms, research-

ers can explore the direct impact of information breaches on

customers’ perceptions and reactions. Specifically, studies can

examine the impact of data breach reports on service quality

perceptions. One interesting question is how different types

of information breaches may differentially impact consumers’

perceptions.

Researchers may also want to look at the specific recovery

efforts of firms suffering the breach (e.g., T. J. Maxx CEO’s

letter of concern to customers) and the consequent impact on

customers’ perception of breached firms. In addition to the

recovery actions themselves, the timing of these actions is

another area for future research to explore, especially how the

timing impacts consumers’ perceptions of the firm post breach.

In future studies, research may benefit by exploring how the

recovery strategy delivers procedural, distributive, and interac-

tional justice in the breach context. Different service recovery

efforts have been argued to impact customers’ perceptions of

the firms’ brand and reputation differently (Zhu, Sivakumar,

and Parasuraman 2004). It is hard to obtain reliable and accu-

rate information pertaining to the firm’s timing of service

recovery efforts as most recovery efforts are done through pri-

vate communications between the firm and its customers.

Therefore, through experimental and survey methods, future

research can focus on the direct one-to-one relationship

between information breach service recovery efforts and cus-

tomer evaluations of recovery efforts in terms of customer con-

fidence/trust levels, preferences, satisfaction, repurchase

intentions, and customer loyalty.

Conclusion

Given our results, we hope to focus the attention of researchers

and practitioners on customer information breaches as a type of

service failure (more importantly a macro-service failure that

impacts a large number of customers simultaneously). Like all

other service failure incidents, customer information breaches

have the potential to impact customer satisfaction and customer

behavior (Bitner, Booms, and Tetreault 1990; Smith, Bolton,

and Wagner 1999). Well-conceived and well-executed recov-

ery strategies can overcome customers’ emotional and rational

response to service failure incidents (Tax and Brown 2000).

A good ‘‘breach recovery’’ strategy may be the reason why

some of the companies in our sample manage to turn short-

window negative CARs into long-window positive CARs.

Companies that only see market value drop in a short burst

(short-window) may be the ones that handle the customer infor-

mation breach with a well thought out plan and are able to

assuage the customers’ negative sentiments and concerns.

While the companies that ‘‘bleed’’ market value over a long
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window may be the ones that either do not have a great service

recovery plan in place and/or botch up the recovery from cus-

tomer information breach incidents through missteps (such as

the example of T. J. Maxx that took over a week to send out

a formal letter to the customers).

Additionally, the intention of this study is to draw the atten-

tion of executives to the importance of investing in information

systems security, especially when such systems pertain to cus-

tomer information. Strategic attention to customer information

systems security is even more critical when there is proliferating

attempt to collect more and more customer information to com-

pete on analytics and segmentation. Customer information

breaches have to be thought of as severe negative critical service

incidents. Any severe negative critical incident can have signif-

icant impact on customer satisfaction and market share (van

Doorn and Verhoef 2008). Simply put, customer information

security is a more than an information systems/technology issue.

It requires that companies establish corporate policies and pro-

cedures that guide tactical actions (Dutta and McCrohan

2002). It is not practical to suggest or to plan for the fact that all

information can be protected at all times. Companies must

expend strategic efforts on continuity and recovery plans, espe-

cially focusing on the needs of the customer. Recovery plans

should specifically focus on how to publicly address breaches

(Dutta and McCrohan 2002).

Finally, customer consent is absolutely essential when col-

lecting information. But, firms must go beyond that and make

efforts to explain to customers why they are collecting informa-

tion. What is the value that is passed back to the customers

(the reverse transaction)? Additionally, if companies have fair

procedures in place to protect customers’ privacy, customers

will be willing to disclose more information about themselves

(Culnan and Armstrong 1999). That said, perhaps firms should

take a step back and think whether they need to collect all the

information they are collecting, even if consumers are willing

to disclose it. More may not be better! If firms collect only that

is absolutely essential, they would have less information to

secure (making it easier to secure), and they may even get

customers to give them limited but high-quality information.

That would be a win-win proposition.

Appendix A

Table A1. Example of Data Breach Reports

Laptop Stolen With 22,000 Kaiser Patients’ Data
By Sherry Hu
(http://cbs5.com/wrapper_consumer/seenon/consumer/stolen.
laptop.kaiser.2.452422.html)
OAKLAND (CBS 5)—In yet another instance of laptop theft
potentially endangering personal data, Kaiser Permanente is in the
process of notifying as many as 22,000 patients of a possible breach
of their private medical information. The personal information was
located on a doctor’s laptop computer stolen from the Medical
Center in Oakland at the end of last November.

(continued)

Table A1 (continued)

TJX breach involved 45.7m cards, company reports
March 28, 2007
By Jenn Abelson, Boston Globe Staff
(http://www.boston.com/business/ticker/2007/03/tjx_breach_invo.
html)
At least 45.7 million credit and debit card numbers were stolen by
hackers who broke into the computer systems at the TJX Cos. in
Framingham and the United Kingdom and siphoned off data over a
period of several years, making it the biggest breach of personal data
ever reported, according to security specialists.

JPMorgan Chase’s Private Bank Has Computer Breach
August 30, 2005
By Liz Moyer
(http://www.forbes.com/markets/2005/08/30/jpmorgan-chase-
breach-0830markets18.html)
JPMorgan Chase & Co. now has to contend with calming customers
after a laptop computer containing account information was stolen
from its Dallas private banking office. These aren’t just any
customers, either. They are wealthy individuals, mostly from Texas,
who are clients of the firm’s storied private bank, which has been
trying to boost its image and branch out nationally for the last few
years.

Medicare chastises Humana
June 3, 2006
By Patrick Howington, The Courier-Journal
(http://www.courier-journal.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID¼/
20060603/BUSINESS/606030358/1003)
A computer file containing Social Security numbers and other
personal information on approximately 17,000 people enrolled in
Humana Medicare plans was left unsecured in a hotel computer
after a Humana employee called up the data, the Louisville insurer
disclosed yesterday.

Appendix B

Table B1. Announcement Effect in Alternative Short-Term and
Long-Term Window

Event Windows

Mean
CAR
(All

Firms)
Positive:
Negative

Tests

Patell Z

Standard
Cross-

Sectional
Z

Rank
Test Z

Alternative short-term windows
[�5 to þ5] �0.85% 41:52 �1.84* �1.67* �0.89
[�3 to þ3] �0.45% 46:47 �0.174* �1.49$ �0.84
[�10 to þ10] �0.97% 44:49 �1.35$ �1.19 �0.51

Alternative long-term windows
[þ4 to þ18] �0.60% 38:55 �1.31$ �1.19 �1.41$

[þ4 to þ25] �1.01% 39:54 �1.54$ �1.38$ �1.79*
[þ4 to þ30] �1.82% 41:52 �2.42** �2.07* �2.17*
[þ6 to þ20] �0.71% 41:52 �1.76* �1.58$ �1.92*
[þ6 to þ30] �1.73% 43:50 �2.36** �1.98* �2.18*
[þ11 to þ20] �0.69% 34:59 �2.21* �2.19* �2.45**
[þ11 to þ30] �1.70% 35:58 �2.61** �2.38** �2.52**

$p < .1 level. *p < .05 level. **p < .01 level. ***p < .001 level.
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Appendix C

Table C1. Evolution of Breach Information

Initial Report
Fraudsters steal details on 2,000 credit
April 26, 2006
By Andy McCue, Special to CNET News.com
http://news.com.com/2100-7349_3-6065267.html
Fraudsters stole the credit card details of 2,000 MasterCard holders
in a major security breach last week. Silicon.com was contacted by
one customer of the Clydesdale Bank, who was told that her
MasterCard details, along with those of 2,000 other people, were
‘‘in the hands of a fraudster.’’ The theft was detected and the card
stopped before it could be used by the fraudster. The Clydesdale
Bank would not comment except to say it was advised of the
problem by MasterCard.

Follow-Up Report
MasterCard security breach hits Morgan Stanley
But company still refuses to reveal scale or source of the credit card
hack...
By Andy McCue
April 27, 2006
http://www.silicon.com/financialservices/
0,3800010322,39158448,00.htm
Morgan Stanley customers in the UK are the latest to have been hit
by a major security breach that has resulted in thousands of
MasterCard credit card details being stolen by fraudsters.
silicon.com yesterday exclusively revealed how at least 2,000
MasterCard holders have had their credit card details compro-
mised. MasterCard notified card issuers of the breach last week and
they have been calling affected customers to cancel their cards,
close accounts and issue new cards and details.

. . . A Morgan Stanley spokeswoman told silicon.com: ‘‘The

breach is something that has affected lots of issuers not just

us. MasterCard informed Morgan Stanley [about the breach]

and we are taking action to contact all cardholders affected,

shut their accounts and issue new cards.’’ Speculation is now

growing that the UK incident could be linked to a massive

security breach in the US earlier this month, which resulted

in hundreds of thousands of card details and PIN numbers being

compromised by hackers. MasterCard has so far declined to

comment on the scale or source of the credit card security

breach beyond issuing a statement saying it took immediate

action as soon as the breach was discovered.

Web Appendix: Test Statistics Used in the

Event Study

Boehmer, Musumeci, and Poulsen (1991) have used the follow-

ing notations and formula (Equation W5) to compute the test

statistics fundamental for an event study:

N number of stocks (firms) in the sample;

AjE stock (firm) j’s abnormal return on event day (E);

Ajt stock (firm) j’s abnormal return on day t;

Tj number of trading days in stock j’s estimation period,

equal to 200 if there is no missing return;

Rm average market index return (m ¼ market) during the

estimation period;

Sj

^
stock j’s estimated standard deviation of abnormal

return during the estimation period;

SRJE stock j’s standardized abnormal return on the event

day (E).

¼ AjE

Sj

^
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 1

Tj
þ RmE �Rmð Þ2P�2

t¼�256

Rmt �Rmð Þ2

vuut
ðW1Þ

In this study, three test statistics were utilized based on the

work of Cowan and Sergeant (1996, pp. 5-9): (a) The Patell

(1976) standardized residual test as used by Brown and Warner

(1985) in their study, (b) Standardized cross-sectional test

(Boehmer, Musumeci, and Poulsen 1991), and (c) Rank test

(Corrado 1989). In each of the tests, the null hypothesis is that

the mean abnormal return is equal to zero. Since each of these

tests has its distinct advantages and disadvantages, we utilize

all three tests to demonstrate robustness of the results of this

study.

The Patell test standardizes the event-date prediction error

for each stock by its standard deviation. The essence of the test

is that the individual prediction errors are assumed to be cross-

sectionally independent and normally distributed. Therefore,

each standardized prediction error has a Student t distribution.

The test statistic is computed using Equation W2.

Z ¼

PN
j¼1

SRjEffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
j¼1

Tj�2

Tj�4

s ðW2Þ

The Patell test is considered more powerful than the tests that

do not assume cross-sectional independence (Brown and

Warner 1985). The downside of Patell test is that if the variance

of stock returns increases on the event date, the Patell test

rejects the null hypothesis more often than the nominal signif-

icance level.

An alternative to Patell test is the standardized cross-

sectional test (Cowan and Sergeant 1996). It is similar to the

Patell test, but instead of using the theoretical variance of t dis-

tribution, the variance is estimated from the cross-section of

event-date standardized prediction errors. When using a stan-

dardized cross-sectional test, a procedural assumption that has

to be made is that the event-date variance is proportional to the

estimation period variance. The test statistic can be calculated

using Equation W3 (Boehmer, Musumeci, and Poulsen 1991).

Z ¼ 1
N

PN
j¼1

SRJE

,
1

NðN�1Þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
j¼1

ð
PN
j¼1

SRjE

N
Þ

2
s

ðW3Þ

As reported by Boehmer, Musumeci, and Poulsen (1991) the

test is correctly specified in NYSE-AMEX samples under null
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hypothesis even when there is an increase in variance of stock

returns on the event date.

The third and final test—the Rank test was developed by

Corrado (1989). The procedure treats the 255-day estimation

period and the event-day as a single 256-day time series. The

procedure ranks each daily return for each firm. As per

Corrado’s (1989) notation:

Kjt represents the rank of abnormal return ARjt in the time

series of 256 daily abnormal returns of stock j. The smallest

abnormal return is assigned the rank of 1. The missing returns

can be adjusted for by dividing each rank by number of non-

missing returns in each firm’s time series plus one (Cowan and

Sergeant 1996) as shown in Equation W4:

Ujt ¼
Kjt

Mjþ1
� � ; ðW4Þ

where Mj is the number of nonmissing abnormal returns for

stock j. The rank test statistic then is:

Z ¼ 1ffiffiffiffi
N
p

XN

j

Uj0

� �
Su

ðW5Þ

The standard deviation Su is calculated as showing in Equation

W6:

Su ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
256
p

X0

t¼�255

1ffiffiffiffiffi
Nt

p
XNt

j¼1

Ujt �0:5
� �" #

ðW6Þ
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Notes

1. http://www.wwpi.com/index.php?option¼com_content

&task¼view&id¼3871&Itemid¼128.

2. Consistent with previous research (Murphy, Daley, and Knemeyer

1999), we have used the U.S. Small Business Administration’s (SBA)

classification to operationalize firm size as the number of employees

of a firm. Firm size has been shown to be a better explanatory variable

for firm’s performance than other variables such as market size, work-

ing capital, and cash flow (Johannisson and Lindström 1971).

3. Previous studies have measured the magnitude of the breach as the

number of people affected (Acquisti, Friedman, and Telang 2006).

However, it can be argued that the magnitude is relative to the total

customer base of the affected firm. Therefore, in this study, we

measure the magnitude of the breach as a ratio (the number of

customers affected by a breach/total revenue of the breached firm).

We used the total revenue of the breached firm as a surrogate for

the number of customers a firm serves because companies are not

required to publicly report customer base (number of customers)

information in their annual filing.

4. http://attrition.org/dataloss/dldos.html.

5. We thank the reviewers for their suggestions for the robustness

check.
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